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Effects of the Kuroshio on
internal tides in the Luzon Strait:
A model study

Guoqin Tang1, Zengan Deng1,2*, Ru Chen1* and Fangrui Xiu1

1School of Marine Science and Technology, Tianjin University, Tianjin, China, 2Guangxi Key Laboratory
of Marine Environment Change and Disaster in Beibu Gulf, Beibu Gulf University, Qinzhou, China
Internal tides have a great impact on the meridional overturning circulation and

climate variability through contributing to diapycnal mixing. The Luzon Strait (LS) is

one of the most important sites of internal tide generation in the global ocean. In

this study, we evaluate the effect of the Kuroshio on the M2 and K1 internal tides in

both summer and winter seasons in the South China Sea (SCS), particularly within

the LS. High-resolution ocean numerical simulations with the Kuroshio Current

were compared with those without. We found that the Kuroshio has negligible

impact on the generation site of internal tides. Compared to seasonal variability in

the total barotropic to baroclinic conversion rate over the LS, the Kuroshio has

relatively little influence. However, the Kuroshio flow strongly guides the

propagating direction of the internal tides from the LS into the SCS. The

Kuroshio also substantially decreases the southward energy fluxes going out of

the LS. For both M2 and K1 tides, turning off the Kuroshio leads to a weaker energy

exchange between the background shear and internal tides. Turning off the

Kuroshio also weakens the divergence of internal tide energy due to the

advection of background flow. Thus, our results reveal a non-negligible effect of

the Kuroshio on the internal tides in the LS. If one aims to realistically simulate, or

better understand, internal tides, these results indicate that one should include

realistic oceanic circulation fields.
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1 Introduction

Oceanic circulation can be greatly affected by internal tides, which often arise when

barotropic tidal currents pass over topography in stratified oceans (Wang et al., 1991; Lamb,

1994; Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Simmons et al., 2004; Vlasenko et al., 2005). Although low-

mode internal tides can propagate over thousands of kilometers, high-mode internal tides

often break up and dissipate (Klymak et al., 2012). This break up of internal tides leads to

strong turbulence and diapycnal mixing, and thus influences the abyssal stratification and

global meridional overturning circulation (Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Egbert and Ray, 2000;

St. Laurent, 2008). For example, Simmons et al. (2004) showed that internal tides contribute

up to ~1 TW of energy to sustain global abyssal mixing.
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The Luzon Strait (LS), connecting the South China Sea (SCS) to the

Western Pacific, consists of double meridional submarine ridges

(Hengchun and Lanyu ridges). Hereafter, for analyses, we will define

the LS region as 120°E-123°E, 18°N-22°N. Strong internal tides with

vertical isopycnal displacements of up to 150 m have been observed in

this region (Duda et al., 2004; Ramp et al., 2004). In fact, the strong

stratification and barotropic tidal action make the LS one of the world

ocean’s most important energy sources of internal tides and internal

solitary waves (Guo and Chen, 2014; Alford et al., 2015). The large

internal tide energy is also partly due to the double-ridge resonance

mechanism (Zu et al., 2008; Alford et al., 2011; Buijsman et al., 2014).

These locally generated internal tides can radiate both westward into the

SCS and eastward into the Pacific Ocean. The observed time-averaged

westward energy flux can reach 40 ± 8 kWm-1, larger than other known

estimates in the world (Alford et al., 2015). The low-mode internal tides

can propagate more than 1000 km to the interior of the SCS and the

Pacific Ocean (Zhao, 2014; Xu et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). During their

propagation, these internal tides interact with other internal tides, such as

those from theMariana Island Arc and Ryukyu Ridge (Niwa andHibiya,

2004; Kerry et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018).

Internal tides in the LS region can be affected by the warm, salty

Kuroshio. The Kuroshio is a western boundary current in the North

Pacific, starting from the North Equatorial Current and flowing

northward along the east coast of the Philippines. When the Kuroshio

passes the SCS, part of the flow invades the SCS through the LS. Satellite

observations reveal that, at any given time, the way that the Kuroshio

invades can be one of three dominant types: the leaping path, the leaking

path, or the looping path (Figure 1). The invasion path can change from

one type to another within a fewweeks (Nan et al., 2011). The strength of

the Kuroshio invasion varies seasonally, being stronger in winter than in

summer (Wyrtki, 1961; Shaw, 1991; Centurioni et al., 2004; Nan et al.,
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2015). The Kuroshio intrusion, which drives strong background subtidal

currents, shifts the tilted thermocline to the west, thus changing the

background stratification and affecting the generation, variability, and

energy balance of internal tides in the LS (Varlamov et al., 2015; Li et al.,

2016; Song and Chen, 2020). Using observations and numerical

simulations, Ma et al. (2013) showed that the Kuroshio can influence

the westward energy flux of internal tides in the LS by modifying the

stratification and isopycnal slope. Besides internal tides in the LS, the

Kuroshio also has significant impact on internal tides in other regions,

such as northeast of Taiwan and the Izu-Ogasawara Ridge off the coast of

Japan (Masunaga et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2019; Masunaga et al., 2019).

Several numerical studies have examined the effects of the

Kuroshio on internal tides in the LS (Jan et al., 2012; Varlamov et al.,

2015; Song and Chen, 2020). A study using idealized topography found

that both the location andmagnitude of the Kuroshio can influence the

generation and propagation of M2 and K1 internal tides (Jan et al.,

2012). However, it is unclear whether their conclusions hold up for

cases with realistic topography. Later, Varlamov et al. (2015) found that

the M2 tide variability in the LS can be modulated by the Kuroshio

intrusion into the SCS. However, they used eight constituents of tidal

forcing to force the model at the open boundary. Similarly, Song and

Chen (2020) used simulations with all tidal constituents to examine the

role of nonuniform stratification in modulating internal tides in the

Northwest Pacific. However, M2 and K1 internal tides can respond to

the Kuroshio in different ways. For example, Jan et al. (2012) found that

the westward baroclinic energy flux of K1 tides responds to the

Kuroshio in an opposite way to that of M2 tides. Therefore, it is

important to consider each tidal constituent separately and evaluate

whether the internal tide response to the Kuroshio is sensitive to the

tidal constituents used for forcing. In addition, Song and Chen (2020)

argued that nonlinearity in the baroclinic tide energy budget is

important. Yet, the role of nonlinearity in the response of internal

tides to the Kuroshio needs to be clarified and documented.

Inspired by these previous findings,we evaluate here the effects of the

Kuroshio on the generation and propagation of internal tides in the SCS,

particularly in the LS region. Specifically, we use the coastal and regional

ocean community model (CROCO) to simulate the semidiurnal (M2) or

the diurnal (K1) tidal forcing in summer and winter. The case with the

Kuroshiois compared with the case without the Kuroshio for evaluating

the energy conversion rate, the internal tide energy flux, as well as the

baroclinic tide energy budget. We show that the Kuroshio greatly

modulates the propagation direction of internal tides. The energy

budget of internal tides is also sensitive to the existence of the Kuroshio.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model

configuration, data processing methods, and the energy diagnostic

framework. Section 3 validates the model. Section 4 presents results

about the effects of the Kuroshio on internal tides. Section 5 gives the

summary and conclusion.
2 Method and diagnostic framework

2.1 Ocean model description

We use the CROCO model (version 1.0, https://www.croco-

ocean.org), which has proved useful for simulating internal tides

(Guo et al., 2020a; Guo et al., 2020b). It is a split-explicit, free-surface
FIGURE 1

Bathymetry of the modelling domain. LS: Luzon Strait, DS: Dongsha
Islands, XS: Xisha Islands, ZS: Zhongsha Islands, NS: Nansha Islands, RR:
Ryukyu ridge. Arrows depict the type of Kuroshio invasion into the SCS
(adapted from Nan et al., 2011): leaping path (solid black arrow), leaking
path (solid gray arrow), and looping path (dashed black arrow). The blue
line indicates the meridional section at 120.75°E, 18.5°N - 22°N, which is
discussed in section 3.1.
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ocean model based on the Boussinesq approximation. In our

application, the wavelength of internal tides is much larger than the

water depth (Vitousek and Fringer, 2011), and so following previous

studies, we use the hydrostatic configuration (Jan et al., 2007; Jan

et al., 2008; Rainville et al., 2010; Osborne et al., 2011; Powell et al.,

2012; Kerry et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2019).

Ourmodel has 40 vertical non-uniform sigma layers and a horizontal

resolution of 1/30°. In our simulation domain (Figure 1), topography is

complex, with multiple islands, ridges, continental slopes and deep-sea

basins. The topography data is from GEBCO2019 (general bathymetric

chart of the oceans, https://www.gebco.net/), then further smoothed to

avoid the pressure-gradient errors arising from sigma coordinates (Niwa

and Hibiya, 2004). The minimum and maximum depths are 20 and

6000 m. To represent vertical mixing, we use the K-profile

parameterization (KPP) mixing scheme (Large et al., 1994). For

horizontal mixing, we use the Laplacian method. The explicit lateral

viscosity is set to be 10m2 s-1 and the bilaplacian background diffusivity is

20 m2 s-1 in the implicit diffusion of advection scheme (Cambon

et al., 2018).

Table 1 summarizes the setup of numerical experiments. All of the

experiments exclude both wind forcing and heat flux. The model

initial and boundary conditions for temperature, salinity, velocity and

sea level, for all of the experiments are from the HYCOM 10-year

(2002-2011) monthly-averaged reanalysis dataset at a horizontal

resolution of 1/12° (GOFS 3.0, https://www.hycom.org/dataserver/

gofs-3pt0/reanalysis). For the winter cases in Table 1, the 10-year

monthly-averaged HYCOM outputs in January are used as the initial

and boundary conditions; whereas for the summer cases, the July

HYCOM outputs are used. In the control run (CtrlS and CtrlW in

Table 1), tidal forcing is not specified at the open boundaries and thus

the internal tides do not exist. For other experiments (cases with or

without the Kuroshio in Table 1), they are driven by the barotropic

semidiurnal tide (M2) or the barotropic diurnal tide (K1) at the open

boundaries. The use of a single tide component here allows us to avoid

the complex nonlinear interactions between internal tides of various

components (Xie et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2018; Guo

et al., 2020a; Song and Chen, 2020). The water levels and barotropic

currents of each tidal component for the open boundary are obtained
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TOPEX/Poseidon Global Inverse Solution (TPXO9; Egbert and

Erofeeva, 2002) tidal model with a horizontal resolution of 1/30°.

The Flather condition (Flather and RA, 1976) is used for barotropic

currents. Specifically, a 10-cell wide sponge layer is set at each lateral

boundary to absorb the baroclinic energy and avoid energy reflection.

For the cases with the Kuroshio (M2KS, M2KW, K1KS, K1KW in

Table 1), our model setup is the same as the control run, except that

the tidal forcing is now included. As the initial and boundary

conditions for temperature, salinity, velocity and sea level from the

HYCOM outputs are realistic, the initial density and stratification are

horizontally non-uniform, and the initial velocity field contains the

Kuroshio information (Figure S1 in the supplementary material). In

contrast, for the cases without the Kuroshio (M2nKS, M2nKW,

K1nKS, K1nKW in Table 1), the initial and boundary conditions for

temperature and salinity is obtained by spatial averaging the HYCOM

outputs over the LS region. Therefore, both the density and

stratification are horizontally uniform (Figure S1 in the

supplementary material). Such uniform stratification has been used

in previous studies on internal tides (e.g., Kerry et al., 2013; Xu et al.,

2016; Wang et al., 2018; Chang et al., 2019). It is noted that the inflow/

outflow boundary condition is specified in the with-Kuroshio cases

and excluded in the without-Kuroshio cases. Based on the thermal-

wind relation, a horizontally uniform hydrography corresponds to an

absence of vertical shear, i.e, an absence of baroclinic flow. In

addition, in these model runs (M2nKS, M2nKW, K1nKS, K1nKW in

Table 1), the initial velocity is set to zero, so the Kuroshio flow is

absent and thus its effects on internal tides are effectively removed.

Each case in Table 1 is run for 15 days for the following reasons. First,

a 15-day period is long enough to allow internal tides to propagate

through the model domain and this integration time was also used in

previous studies involving the SCS or the LS (Jan et al., 2008; Xu et al.,

2016; Guo et al., 2020b). Second, the domain-averaged sea surface height

(SSH) and kinetic energy time series indicate that ourmodel solution has

reached equilibrium in 15 days (not shown). An even longer time of

model integration may lead to large deviations between the simulation

and the initial states, in particular, for the experiments without wind

forcing and data assimilation. A relatively short model run can help our
TABLE 1 Setup for each experiment.

Case Season Stratification Tidal Component

Control run
CtrlS Summer Realistic None

CtrlW Winter Realistic None

With-Kuroshio
Cases

M2KS Summer Realistic M2

M2KW Winter Realistic M2

K1KS Summer Realistic K1

K1KW Winter Realistic K1

Without-Kuroshio
Cases

M2nKS Summer Uniform M2

M2nKW Winter Uniform M2

K1nKS Summer Uniform K1

K1nKW Winter Uniform K1
The HYCOM outputs in January represent winter, July represent summer.
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model solution maintain a climatological steady state that is close to that

in the HYCOM reanalysis. Such a realistic Kuroshio is important for

evaluating the Kuroshio’s effect on the internal tides. Third, the Kuroshio

intrusion into the SCS has different paths (Figure 1) and generally shows

a seasonal pattern (Nan et al., 2011; Nan et al., 2015). However, the

timescale of the dominant Kuroshio variability is O(100) days, and thus

much longer than the timescale of internal tides (Zhang et al., 2001; Johns

et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2019). Therefore, for the with-

Kuroshio cases, we assume that the Kuroshio is quasi-steady and include

the Kuroshio information in only the initial and boundary conditions.

Using the quasi-steady setup can help us focusing on fundamental

dynamics, making it easier to interpret the Kuroshio’s influence.

Our model setup has also been found useful in relevant previous

studies. For example, to investigate the interaction between the M2

internal tides and subtidal flow in Hawaii Ridge and the northeast of

Taiwan, Zaron and Egbert (2014) and Chang et al. (2019) both used

Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) ocean analysis data as the

initial background field, and the models run for 14 and 30 days,

respectively. Hsin et al. (2012) assessed the relative importance of

open sea inflow/outflow, wind stress and surface heat flux in

regulating Luzon Strait transport (LST) and its seasonality through

several elimination model experiments. Their inflow/outflow at the

open boundaries of the experiment NO was derived from the 10-year

mean from North Pacific Ocean (NPO) model outputs, which is

similar to our model settings of the with Kuroshio cases.

The change of Kuroshio invasion is related to the wind in the

vicinity of the LS, such as the wind stress curl off southwest Taiwan

(Wu and Hsin, 2012) and the East Asian monsoon (Hsin et al.,

2012).But following Hsin et al. (2012); Jan et al. (2012) and Chang

et al. (2019), wind forcing is not included in our experiments. The

reasons are as follows. Winds can generate internal waves (Kitade and

Matsuyama, 2000). Wind forcing can also influence the distribution

and dissipation of internal tide energy (Hall and Davies, 2007;

Masunaga et al., 2019). We avoid such added complexity here. Our

current model setup without wind reduces the experiment to the

simplest system, which allows us to focus on basic physics of the

Kuroshio effect on internal tides. For the experiment NO in Hsin et al.

(2012), the model runs are more stable in the absence of wind stress

and heat flux forcing while fixing the open ocean inflows/outflows at

the 10 year mean from NPO model.
2.2 Baroclinic tide energy equation

To assess the effects of background stratification, and thus the

Kuroshio flow shear, on internal tides, we use the energy equation of

the baroclinic tides from Song and Chen (2020). In this equation, the

variable a is decomposed into a background mean state am and a

perturbation component a':

a(x, y, z, t) = am(x, y, z) + a0(x, y, z, t) : (1)

For example, a can represent pressure p, density r, or velocity

vector u. The perturbation component can be further decomposed

into barotropic abt and baroclinic modes abc,
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abt =
1

h +H

Z h

−H
a0dz ,   abc = a0 − abt : (2)

The variables h and H represent the ocean surface elevation and

water depth, respectively. With this approach, the background field is

described by the background mean-state variables (am) and

assumed constant.

Using the above variable decomposition, one can obtain the time-

and-depth-integrated nonlinear baroclinic tide energy equations as

Tranbc + Conv − Divbc = ϵbc, (3)

where Tranbc denotes the transfer of energy from the mean flow

to the baroclinc tidal flow:

Tranbc¼  - 
Z h

�H
(rcu

bc
h u

0) ·∇umh dz : (4)

Here rc is the constant density and uh means horizontal velocity

vector. The term Tranbc arises from the nonlinear interaction between

the background shear and internal tides, and thus it is hereafter

termed Im-bc (Song and Chen, 2020). The next term Conv represents

the total conversion rate of energy from barotropic to baroclinic tidal

flow, hereafter called ‘total conversion rate’,

Conv = Conv _ linear− rc
Z h

−H
(ubch uh) · (∇h u

bt
h )dz|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ibt−bc

, (5)

where Ibt-bc arises from the nonlinearity of the system and is zero

in the linear case (Song and Chen, 2020). The term Conv_linear

represents the linear conversion rate,

Conv _ linear =
1
2
p0qA( −H)wbtqA( −H) cos (qp0 − qwbt

) : (6)

Conv_linear has three factors: the amplitude of the pressure

perturbation at the bottom p'qA(-H), the vertical component of the

barotropic flow wbtqA(-H), and the Greenwich phase difference cos

(qp’-qWbt)), where subscript A indicates amplitude. For the derivation

of Eq. (6), see Zilberman et al. (2011), Kerry et al. (2013) and Kerry

et al. (2014). The term Divbc from Eq. (3) quantifies the divergence of

the energy flux:

Divbc = ∇h · ½
Z h

−H
uh · (ke

bc + ape)dz|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fbc
non

+
Z h

−H
ubch p

bcdz�, (7)

where Fnon
bc represents the horizontal advection of local

mechanical energy of internal tides (kebc + ape) by the background

circulation. Finally, ebc the right side of Eq. (3), denotes the dissipation
rate of internal tides. Compared to the energy equations in the linear

system, the nonlinear energy equations have three additional terms:

Im-bc [Eq. (4)], Ibt-bc [Eq. (5)], and the horizontal divergence of Fnon
bc

which is part of Divbc [Eq. (7)]. For details of the derivation, see Song

and Chen (2020).

To diagnose the above energy terms, the horizontal tidal velocity u'h,
the density perturbation r', and the pressure perturbation r' are first

filtered with a specific band to extract the semidiurnal (1.83-2.20 cpd)

and diurnal (0.80-1.15 cpd) motions. Given the relatively low frequencies
frontiersin.org
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of the background flow, we use a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of

0.3 cpd to extract subtidal motion. As Eqs. (3) - (7) are based on the

assumption that the background flow is steady, we assume that the

simulated background state is constant over three days, so we use the last

three days of model outputs for the energy diagnosis.
3 Model validation

3.1 Background state

In the background state, the simulated Kuroshio flows northward

along the eastern side of the Philippines, crossing the Balintang Strait and

then entering the SCS (Figure 2, top row). It is about 120 km wide, with

maximum speeds of ~1.2 m s-1 in winter and ~1.3 m s-1 in summer,

averaged over the upper 100 m of the 121°Emeridional section (Figure 2,

the bottom row). Part of the Kuroshio flows out along the southern part

of Taiwan and then travels northward along the eastern part of Taiwan.

Overall, themodeled flow agrees well with that from the SODA reanalysis

data. The RMSEs (root mean square error) of the current speed for cases

CtrlS and CtrlW are 0.15 m s-1 and 0.16 m s-1 in the whole domain,

respectively. The probability that the modeled current direction differs
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
from SODA by less than 60° is ~70%, with less than 35° being about 50%,

indicating good agreement.

Concerning SSH, we find the results in Figures 2C, D to closely

agree with the altimeter data in Nan et al. (2011) (not shown in the

figure). Moreover, the difference between the maximum and

minimum SSH values, for both the simulation and SODA

reanalysis data, exceed 0.50 m, which is much greater than the

RMSE values (0.08-0.09 m). Also, the correlation coefficients are

greater than 0.84. Thus, the SSH also agrees well with SODA.

Concerning the three main Kuroshio paths into the SCS, the leaking

path dominates in winter, the leaping path dominates in summer, and

the looping path instead appears just southwest of Taiwan more

frequently in winter than in other seasons (Wu and Chiang, 2007; Nan

et al., 2015). Similarly, our simulation generally has the leaking path in

summer and the looping path in winter (Figures 2C, D). Overall, the

simulated Kuroshio velocities and paths appear reasonable.

Our model also reasonably captures the background hydrographic

fields. For example, the meridional cross-sections of temperature and

salinity at 120.75°E agree well with those from WOA18 (Figure 3). The

RMSEs of temperature for cases CtrlS and CtrlW are both less than 1,

and the RMSEs of salt are both less than 0.2, with the correlation

coefficients of temperature exceeding 99%. In addition, for both WOA18
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

Mean flow vectors from the simulations and from the SODA (simple ocean data assimilation) reanalysis data. (A) Summer case CtrlS (blue), SODA (red).
(B) Winter case CtrlW (blue), SODA (red). (C, D) show the mean velocity vector averaged over the upper 100 m and the sea surface height (color, m)
from cases (C) CtrlS and (D) CtrlW in the LS region.
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and ourmodel solution, the isotherms in the LS region tilt toward the east

(the Philippine Sea) (not shown).
3.2 Barotropic tides

Using the harmonic analysis method from Pawlowicz et al.

(2002), we obtained the cotidal charts of M2 and K1 tides from the

last three days of modelling outputs. In Figure 4, we compare the

simulated results to the TPXO9 dataset. The distribution of simulated

surface elevation and cophase lines are generally consistent with

TPXO9, except that the simulated amplitude is slightly larger than

TPXO9 near the shelf region. Small-scale fluctuations of the cophase

lines occur in the LS and SCS regions, and these are mainly caused by

the baroclinic tide signals (Niwa and Hibiya, 2004; Xu et al., 2016).

Consistent with the altimetric estimates from Zhao (2014), the

horizontal wavelength of M2 and K1 internal tides in our

simulation, inferred from these fluctuations, are about 160 and

320 km, respectively. The RMSEs of the amplitudes are 11.70 and

6.95 cm, respectively for cases M2KS and K1KS, and the correlation

coefficients of the amplitudes exceed 92% with a confidence level of

95%. Here, we further calculate a new RMSE specifically for tides in

another way. Following Cummins and Oey (1997),

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
(A2

o + A2
m) − AoAm cos (fo − fm)

r
, (8)

where A and f represent the amplitudes and phases of the surface

elevations. The subscripts o andm refer the results from TPXO9 and our

model, respectively. The newmean RMSEs (calculated using Eq. 8) of the

eight cases (M2KS, M2KW, M2nKS, M2nKW, K1KS, K1KW, K1nKS and

K1nKW) are 4.50, 5.03, 4.58, 5.39, 4.34, 4.35, 4.37, and

4.38 cm, respectively.
3.3 Baroclinic tides

To assess our model fidelity on internal tides, we ran additional

experiments that include semidiurnal tides (M2 and S2) and diurnal

tides (K1 and O1) at the open boundaries. Results in Figures 4E, F
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show that the simulations well capture the propagation pattern of

internal tides. For both diurnal and semidiurnal tides, the simulated

energy-flux directions agree with observations from Alford et al.

(2011). The energy-flux magnitudes also agree with observations,

particularly in the region south of 20°N. We provide further statistics

in Table 2. In the semidiurnal case, the simulated maximum energy

flux is 55.2 kW m-1 in the LS region (120°E-122.5°E, 19°N-21.5°N),

which is much greater than the energy flux RMSE of 9.1 kW m-1, and

the average energy flux is 15.3 kW m-1 (Table 2). The RMSE of the

energy-flux direction is no more than 23.5°. In the diurnal case, the

RMSE of energy flux is 7.1 kW m-1, and that of the energy-flux

direction is 32.5°. By including all semidiurnal tidal components in

our simulation, smaller deviations would likely be obtained.
4 Effects of the Kuroshio on
internal tides

4.1 Internal tides in the case with
the Kuroshio

In the simulations with the Kuroshio, the internal tide energy flux

and conversion rate are spatially heterogeneous. Figure 5 shows that

the dominant generation site of internal tides is in the LS region. Here,

the M2 tide generates energy of ~17.1 GW (case M2KS), whereas K1

generates ~10.6 GW (case K1KS). As marked by the light blue arrows

in Figure 5A, there are three M2 energy beams radiating from the LS:

one points to the northeastern shelf of the SCS (northern beam),

another directs southwest to the deep-sea basin (southern beam), and

the third one east to the Pacific Ocean. This three-beam pattern is

generally consistent with previous observational and modelling

studies (Kerry et al., 2013; Zhao, 2014; Xu et al., 2016). The

northern beam heads northwestward, converging near the Dongsha

Islands, and then dissipating at the continental slope. The southern

beam, much weaker than the northern beam, propagates

southwestward, crossing the deep-sea basin, and then traveling for

more than 1000 km to reach the Vietnam coast or the Nansha Islands

due to its small dissipation rate. For the K1 internal tides, two main

beams radiate from the LS: one points southwest to the deep-sea basin
A B DC

FIGURE 3

Simulated temperature and salinity profiles at 120.75°E, 18.5°N-22°N (blue line section in Figure 1) overlaid with WOA18 (world ocean database) annual
mean data within the upper 1500 m. (A) Simulated temperature profile of winter case in color, with WOA18 temperatures as black contours. (B) Same as
(A) except summer. (C) Same as (A) except salinity profile in winter. (D) Same as (C) except summer.
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FIGURE 4

Modeled and observed cotidal chart and baroclinic energy flux. (A) Cotidal for case M2KS. Color indicates amplitudes (cm) and black contours give the
cophase lines (degree). (B) M2 from TPXO9 observations. (C) Cotidal chart for case K1KS. (D) K1 of TPXO9. (E) Baroclinic energy flux from in situ
observations (red, Alford et al., 2011) and our experiment forced by semidiurnal (M2 and S2) tide (blue). (F) The same as (E) but for diurnal (K1 and O1) tide.
TABLE 2 The RMSEs between internal tide energy flux of the simulations and that of the estimate from in situ observations (Alford et al., 2011).

RMSE (energy flux, kW m-1) RMSE(direction) Maximum energy flux (kW m-1) Average energy flux (kW m-1)

Semidiurnal case 9.1 23.5° 55.2 15.3

Diurnal case 7.1 32.5° 63.2 17.1
F
rontiers in Marine S
cience
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Maximum energy flux: The maximum energy flux in the LS region (120°E-122.5°E, 19°N-21.5°N, Figures 4E, F). Average energy flux: The average energy flux in the LS region.
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of the SCS and the other points east to the Pacific (Figure 5B). The

complex wave forms and propagation paths of internal tides radiating

from the LS into SCS may be due to the impact of rotation, complex

topography, and the mutual interference with locally generated

internal tides.

Besides the LS region, local generation sites of internal tides occur

within the SCS. The strength of generation of these internal tides is

controlled by both the topographic slope and the strength of

barotropic tides. Also, the strength distribution of the K1 barotropic

tides differs from that of M2 (Figure 4). Consequently, the generation

sites of M2 internal tides differ from those of K1 within the SCS. In

particular, the generation of M2 lies mainly at the northeastern

continental slope (box “1” in Figure 5A) and the southwestern

continental slope (box “2”), whereas those for K1 are similarly

marked in Figure 5B, being around the Xisha Islands and the

northwestern continental slope (“1”), and around the Nansha

Islands and the southwestern continental slope (“2”). As shown in

Zu et al. (2008), this difference is due to the fact that the energy flux
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
intensities of the two barotropic tidal components vary in different

regions within the SCS.

The seasonality of internal tides can be evaluated by comparing

the summer cases in the top row of Figure 5 to the winter cases in the

bottom row. In this realistic stratification scenario, the source and

propagation direction of the tides in the SCS vary little from season to

season. However, as shown in the next section, the energy magnitude

undergoes a significant seasonal cycle.
4.2 Effects of the Kuroshio on conversion
rates and baroclinic energy fluxes

4.2.1 M2 internal tides
Results show that modulation of the double-ridge system

complicate the generation and propagation of internal tides in the

LS. For case M2KS (with-Kuroshio, summer), Figure 6A shows the

baroclinic energy flux and conversion rate. We examine the five main
A B

DC

FIGURE 5

Modeled depth-integrated and period-averaged internal tide energy flux (black arrows, kW m-1) and conversion rate (color, W m-2) for with-Kuroshio
cases. (A) Case M2KS. Gray contours are isobaths. Blue arrows indicate energy beams. Red boxes marked ① and ② show the main areas of internal tide
generation within the SCS. (B) Case K1KS. (C) Case M2KW. (D) Case K1KW.
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M2 internal tide-generating sites (labeled). Conversion rates at sites 2,

4, and 5 are significantly higher than those at 1 and 3 due to a larger

topographic criticality there (Kerry et al., 2013). Sites 1 and 4 are the

main sources of the ‘northern beam’, site 3 is the main source of the

‘southern beam’, and site 5 is the main generation site of internal tides

propagating into the Pacific Ocean. The strongest energy flux is about

60 kW m-1, propagating northwestward from just south of site 2.

Despite the higher conversion rates at site 2, only a small portion of

energy generated here crosses the high Lanyu ridge into the Pacific

Ocean due to a topographic blocking effect.

West of the LS, the conversion rate near the Dongsha Islands

(118°E, 20.75°N) is negative (Figure 6A). In general, negative values

occur due to the phase differences between local- and remote-

generated baroclinic tides, indicating the presence of multiple
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
source sites (Zilberman et al., 2009; Hall and Carter, 2011; Carter

et al., 2012). Here, the negative conversion rate indicates that remote

signals from the LS modulate internal tides in the eastern part of the

Dongsha Plateau. Therefore, the Dongsha Islands are an important

convergence region for the M2 internal tides.

For the with- and without-Kuroshio cases, the areas of the

internal tide energy generation are similar in the LS, and the

Kuroshio does not notably impact the source of the internal tides.

However, the Kuroshio does affect the pattern of baroclinic energy

fluxes. Specifically, the with-Kuroshio case shows a noticeable portion

of internal tide energy from the LS that radiates northwestward onto

the continental slope (Figure 6A, ①), whereas the without-Kuroshio

case instead has a dominant energy radiation direction that is

westward (Figure 6B, ②). Therefore, compared to case M2nKS, the
A B
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FIGURE 6

Modeled baroclinic energy flux (thin black arrows) and conversion rate (color) of the M2 and K1 internal tides in the LS and nearby regions. (A–D) For M2

internal tides. Top row is summer, second row is winter. Left column is the with-Kuroshio cases, right is the without-Kuroshio cases. The gray boxes
outline the LS region (120°E - 122.5°E, 18.3° N - 22° N). The blue boxes in the large gray boxes indicate the five M2 subregions discussed in the main text.
The thick black arrows show the main direction of internal tide energy from the source of the LS. Red circles ① and ② represent the northwestward and
westward internal tide energy flux, respectively. (E–H) The same as (A–D), but for K1 internal tides.
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with-Kuroshio case M2KS shows much less far-distant propagating

energy within the SCS. In case M2nKS, the energy propagating to the

Dongsha Plateau exceeds that of M2KS, and most internal tides pass

the north part of the Dongsha Islands. In case M2KS, however, the

Dongsha Islands is a region where internal tides converge.

In winter, for both the with-Kuroshio (Figure 6C) and without-

Kuroshio (Figure 6D) cases, the dominant energy fluxes are zonally

directed westward into the SCS. However, a northwestward radiation

of energy from the LS occurs in the with-Kuroshio case, but not in the

without-Kuroshio case. The width and direction of these

northwestward-propagating tides resemble those of the Kuroshio

flow, with both showing seasonal variations (Figures 2C, D).

However, in the without-Kuroshio case, the dominant energy

radiation directions, which are approximately zonal, are less

affected by the seasons. Therefore, the with-Kuroshio case shows

greater seasonal variations in the direction of tidal energy flux in the

LS than in the without-Kuroshio case, especially for the

northwestward internal tides under the influence of the Kuroshio.

4.2.2 K1 internal tides
As was the case for the M2 tides, the K1 internal tides have five

main generation sites in the with-Kuroshio case in summer. Figure 6E

shows that sites 2 and 4 are the main generation areas of internal tides

propagating westward into the SCS. The K1 internal tides generated at

site 3 propagate eastward, but are blocked by the northern part of the

high Lanyu Ridge. As a result, site 5 is the most important source of

eastward-propagating tides into the Pacific, showing relatively

uniform radiation along the entire ridge. Similar to that of case

M2KS, the Dongsha Plateau is an important convergence area of K1

internal tides, as revealed by the negative conversion rates there.

In summer, although their generation sites of internal tides are

similar, the baroclinic energy flux directions without the Kuroshio

differ from those with the Kuroshio (Figures 6E, F). On the SCS side,

the with-Kuroshio case has both northwestward- (Figure 6E, ①) and

westward-propagating (Figure 6E, ②) internal tides, whereas the

without-Kuroshio case is dominated by westward internal tides

(Figure 6F, ②). On the Pacific side, the dominant energy radiating

direction is eastward for both the with- and without-Kuroshio cases.

In winter, the effect of the Kuroshio on the energy radiation direction

is similar to that in summer. However, the contrast between the two

cases is less significant than that in summer (Figures 6G, H).
4.3 Effects of the Kuroshio on nonlinear
energy terms

In the nonlinear case, there is energy exchange between the

background shear and internal tides. The corresponding energy

exchange rate Im-bc can be quantified using Eq. (4). Overall, the

magnitude of Im-bc is only about 1-10% of the magnitude of the total

conversion rate (Conv). Considering the spatial pattern of Im-bc in

summer, both its peak magnitude and extent are larger in the with-

Kuroshio case than those in the without-Kuroshio case (Figure 7).

The tidal current can be generated by tidal forcing from the open

boundary, which produces relatively weak background flow in the

absence of Kuroshio. This weak background flow contributes a
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relatively small energy exchange rate between the background state

and the internal tides (Figure S2 in the supplementary material).

Consider the horizontal shear ShearH and vertical shear Shearv:

ShearH =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
du
dx

� �2

+
du
dy

� �2

+
dv
dx

� �2

+
dv
dy

� �2
s

(9)

shearV =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
du
dz

� �2

+
dv
dz

� �2
s

(10)

The distributions of ShearH and ShearV for cases M2KS and M2nKS

are shown in Figure 8. In the with-Kuroshio case, the ShearH at 100 m

depth along the Kuroshio path typically exceeds 1 × 10-5 s-1 (Figure 8A).

In the without-Kuroshio case, the ShearH is generally less than 1 × 10-5 s-1

over the whole region (Figure 8B). For the Shearv, the large values are also

mainly distributed along the path of the Kuroshio, and the magnitude for

the without-Kuroshio case is much smaller over the whole region

(Figures 8C, D). In general, the notable background shear is mainly

distributed along the Kuroshio path.

The energy exchange Im-bc in Figure 7 is large in the regions where

both the background shear (Figure 8) and internal tide energy

(Figure 5) are large. For the M2KS case (Figure 7A), the magnitude

of Im-bc in the LS region is about 10-2 - 100 W m-2, which is 1-2 orders

of magnitude larger than that in the open ocean (about 10-2 W m-2).

Along the Kuroshio path (e.g., Hengchun Ridge and northeastern

Taiwan), both the background shear and internal tide generation are

intense, corresponding to a large Im-bc. For case K1KS (Figure 7C),

elevated values of Im-bc mainly occur in the LS region. As the

continental slope near northeast Taiwan is not the main generation

region of the K1 internal tides, the magnitude of Im-bc is small.

Besides the nonlinear interaction between the background shear

and internal tides, there is also nonlinear interaction between

barotropic and baroclinic tides (Section 2.2). The term Ibt-bc from

Eq. (5) represents the energy exchange rate between barotropic and

baroclinic tides. Compared to Im-bc, large values of Ibt-bc cover a

smaller area (Figures 9A-C). For case M2KS, Ibt-bcis large in areas with

prominent topography features, namely the East China Sea

continental slope northeast of Taiwan and the two ridges of the LS

(the Dongsha Plateau and the Ryukyu Ridge) (Figure 9A). In case

M2KS, Ibt-bc is also large along the Kuroshio path, especially in the

southern part of the Hengchun and Lanyu ridges. For case K1KS,

however, the area with elevated values of Ibt-bc is smaller than that of

case M2KS, mainly along the two ridges of the LS (Figure 9C).

For case M2KS, the magnitude of Ibt-bc is only about 10
-3-10-1 W

m-2 in the LS region, much smaller than the total conversion rate, and

even much smaller than Im-bc. Therefore, Ibt-bc is a negligible nonlinear

energy term in this case. Nevertheless, it can shed light on the source

of internal tides and the Kuroshio effect. For both M2 and K1 internal

tides, the magnitudes of Ibt-bc in the without-Kuroshio case are much

smaller than those in the with-Kuroshio case (Figure 9), indicating

that the Kuroshio tends to promote the interaction between

barotropic and baroclinic tides. This sensitivity of Ibt-bc to the

Kuroshio may be related to baroclinic tide generation. In particular,

baroclinic internal tides can be generated when the background flow

with temporal variability at tidal frequency passes a topography

obstacle (e.g., a seamount or ridge). In the without-Kuroshio case,

weak background flow shear probably corresponds to weak flow on
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topography. The weak flow decreases the energy exchange rate

between barotropic and baroclinic tides and weakens the baroclinic

internal tide.

In the baroclinic tide energy equation, the divergence of energy flux is

inducedby twoprocesses: the advectionof tide energybybackgroundflow

and thework done by pressure [Eq. (7)]. The contribution fromadvection

is represented by the nonlinear term Fnon
bc in Eq. (7). Representative results

areshowninFigure10.For thewith-Kuroshiocases insummer(M2KSand

K1KS, Figures 10A, B), the Fnon
bc

flux is largest in the LS, where it points

northwestward and crosses the Hengchun Ridge to the SCS. Then, in

winter (M2KW), theFnon
bc

flux is slightly stronger than insummer,directing

northwestward and converging in theDongsha Plateau (Figure 10C). The

flux pattern here is similar to the leaking path of the Kuroshio (Figure 1),

indicating that thecontributionof theKuroshio toFnon
bc is important for the

with-Kuroshio case. For the M2nKS case (Figure 10D), which does not

include the Kuroshio, the maximum energy flux is only ~3 kWm-1. It is

much smaller than the maximum value of ~15 kW m-1 for the with-

Kuroshio cases shown in Figures 10A-C. The direction of the Fnon
bc

flux

seems random, with little resemblance to the Kuroshio path. The small
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value of energy flux in the without-Kuroshio case arises from weak

background flow near the LS.
4.4 Energy budget in the Luzon Strait

4.4.1 Comparison with literature
We now consider the internal tide energy’s total conversion rate

in the LS. Seasonally, the total conversion rate within the LS varies

significantly. Consistent with Guo et al. (2020b), the rate here in

winter is larger than that in summer. Specifically, the total conversion

rate from M2KW is about 3.2% higher than M2KS, whereas M2nKW

is 2.6% higher than M2nKS (Table 3). Similarly, that from K1KW is

about 5.5% higher than K1KS, and K1nKW 5.7% higher than K1nKS.

Note that the total conversion rate of M2 here is comparable to the

estimate from Alford et al. (2015); Xu et al. (2016), and Guo et al.

(2020b). However, it is larger than that from Niwa and Hibiya (2004);

Jan et al. (2008), and Kerry et al. (2013). In all of experiments listed in

Table 3, the ratio between the local dissipation rate and the total
A B

DC

FIGURE 7

Distribution of Im-bc (color, W m-2) for four summer cases. (A) M2KS. Gray contours indicate isobaths. The blue line shows the Kuroshio path during the
simulation period. (B) M2nKS. (C) K1KS. (D) K1nKS. Left column is with-Kuroshio, right without.
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conversion rate is roughly 30%. This number is close to the estimate

by Kerry et al. (2013) of 33%, but it is slightly lower than that from

Alford et al. (2011). The disagreement may come from the

stratification conditions, mesh resolution, terrain smoothing

method, and the choice of subgrid parameterization schemes.

4.4.2 Energy fluxes
The content in Table 3 indicates that the response of the total

conversion rate and local dissipation rate to the Kuroshio is small.

However, the Kuroshio significantly affects the meridional energy

fluxes radiating out of the LS. For example, the southward energy

fluxes in M2nKS is over twice that M2KS, the same holding for

M2nKW over M2KW as well as K1KW over K1nKW. Thus, removing

the Kuroshio increases the southward energy fluxes in these cases. As

to K1KS and K1nKS, removing the Kuroshio significantly decreases

the northward energy fluxes going out of the LS. Compared to the K1

experiments, both the westward and eastward energy fluxes in the M2

experiments are larger (Table 3).

The internal tides propagating into the SCS are larger than that

radiating into the Pacific Ocean. The energy flux patterns in Figure 6

show that the northward propagating internal tides are stronger in the

with-Kuroshio case than those in the without-Kuroshio case.

However, the direction of propagation to the Pacific differs little

between the two cases. In other words, the propagation direction to
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the Pacific is less sensitive to the existence of the Kuroshio than that

into the SCS.

4.4.3 Total conversion rate
We now consider how the Kuroshio influences the total energy

conversion rate within the LS. Table 3 shows that the magnitude of

Tranbc in the with-Kuroshio case exceeds that of the without-Kuroshio

case. For the with-Kuroshio case, Tranbc accounts for about 2-6% of the

total conversion rate, but only about 1-2% for the without-Kuroshio

case. For the M2 experiments, the total conversion rate for the with-

Kuroshio case is smaller than that without the Kuroshio. For the K1

experiments, however, the ratio of the total conversion rate between the

with- and without-Kuroshio cases is nearly the same. This means that

the K1 case is less sensitive to the background condition than that for

the M2 case. For both with- and without-Kuroshio cases, the total

conversion rate within the LS for the M2 experiments are larger than

those for the K1 experiments. In general, the response of the total

conversion rate to the Kuroshio is less than its seasonal variation.

We now examine the factors regulating the total conversion rate

using Eqs. (5) and (6). As the nonlinear conversion rate from Eq. (5) is

negligibly small, the total conversion rate Conv roughly equals

Conv_linear. According Eq. (6), Conv_linear is determined by three

factors: the bottom pressure perturbation p'qA(-H), the vertical

component of the barotropic flow wbtqA(-H) or wbt for short, and
A B

DC

FIGURE 8

Distribution of ShearH and Shearv (color, s
-1) at 100 m depth for two summer cases (M2KS and M2nKS). The curved path represents the Kuroshio path.

The top row (A, B) is ShearH, and the bottom row (C, D) is Shearv. The left column (A, C) gives the with-Kuroshio case (M2KS), and the right column (B,
D) shows the without-Kuroshio case (M2nKS). Gray contours indicate the isobaths.
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the phase difference cos(qp'-qWbt) between wbt and the pressure

perturbation, or just ‘phase difference’. The role of these variables

in regulating internal tides has been previously discussed. For

example, Kelly and Nash (2010) showed that the remotely
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
generated internal tides can increase or decrease the local

generation of internal tides, depending on the phase of the

barotropic tides and the bottom pressure perturbation induced by

the internal tides. Kerry et al. (2013) later found that in the LS and
A B

DC

FIGURE 9

Distribution of Ibt-bc (color, W m-2) for four summer cases. (A) M2KS. Gray contours indicate isobaths. The blue line shows the Kuroshio path during the
simulation period. (B) M2nKS. (C) K1KS. (D) K1nKS. Left column is with-Kuroshio, right without.
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FIGURE 10

Spatial distribution of Fnon
bc (vectors) in the LS for four cases. (A) M2KS (summer, with-Kuroshio). Gray contours indicate isobaths. The curved path

represents the Kuroshio path. (B) K1KS (summer, with-Kuroshio). (C) M2KW (winter, with-Kuroshio). (D) M2nKS (summer, without-Kuroshio).
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Mariana Island Arc, distant internal tides affect the conversion

between barotropic and baroclinic tides by varying the amplitude of

the bottom pressure disturbances in a complex pattern of

spatial variability.

To evaluate the relative importance of the three factors in regulating

the conversion rate response to the Kuroshio, we first examine the ratio

of the three factors for the with-to-without Kuroshio cases (e.g., K1KS vs.

K1nKS, M2KW vs. M2nKW). In Table 4, we show the Pearson

correlation coefficients between the conversion rate ratio and the

pressure perturbation ratio (the second column). The same is shown

for the other two factors in the next two columns.

In both winter and summer, and for both M2 and K1, the Pearson

correlation coefficient between the conversion rate ratio and the

bottom pressure perturbation ratio is approximately 0.7, whereas the

correlation coefficient for the phase difference is smaller, at about 0.5.

The correlation between the conversion rate ratio and wbt is the

smallest, ranging from 0.26 to 0.30. Nevertheless, all the correlation

coefficients from Table 4 are significant at the 95% confidence level,

indicating that the three factors from Eq. (6) jointly determine the

conversion ratio between the with- and without-Kuroshio cases.

However, the effect of both the phase difference and the term wbt on

the conversion rate ratio is smaller than that of the bottom pressure

perturbation. This perturbation may result from tide-topography

interactions (Simmons et al., 2004). In addition, the isopycnal

displacement caused by the warmer and saltier Kuroshio flow is

another factor impacting the pressure perturbation (Jan et al., 2012).

Our results suggest that the Kuroshio significantly modulates the tide-

topography interaction process at the ocean bottom.
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5 Summary and conclusion

This study used high-resolution ocean numerical simulations to

evaluate the effects of the Kuroshio on the generation, propagation, and

energy budget of internal tides in the LS. To detect the Kuroshio effect, we

compare model results between two stratification scenarios: one adopts

realistic stratification as the initial condition, the other with uniform

stratification. The uniform stratification case was introduced to effectively

remove the background flow shear and thus remove the Kuroshio

intrusion effect. Then, we considered winter and summer experiments

separately. To avoid the nonlinear interaction between multiple tidal

components, each simulation case shown in Table 1 is only driven by one

of two tidal forcings (M2 or K1) at the open boundaries.

For caseswith- or without-Kuroshio, the dominant generation site of

internal tides was always the LS region. However, there were significant

differences between the with- and without-Kuroshio cases in the energy

flux pattern and thus the main propagating direction of internal tides.

Specifically, with the Kuroshio, northwestward internal tides occurred

for both M2 and K1 cases on the SCS side. The width and radiation

direction of these tides resemble those of the Kuroshio flow. In the case

without the Kuroshio, however, the dominant energy radiation direction

on the SCS sidewas approximately zonal. In addition, for bothM2 andK1

tides, the with-Kuroshio cases show greater seasonal variations in the

direction of tidal energy flux in the LS than in the without-Kuroshio

cases, especially for the northwestward internal tides under the influence

of the Kuroshio. Besides the radiation direction of internal tides, the

Kuroshio also greatly influenced the three nonlinear terms (Im-bc, Ibt-bc,

and Fnon
bc ), associatedwith the baroclinic tide energy budget. Among these
TABLE 4 Pearson correlation coefficients between the conversion rate ratio and the three factors listed in the column headings.

Case Pressure perturbation Phase difference wbt

M2 summer (M2KS/M2nKS) 0.74 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02

M2 winter (M2KW/M2nKW) 0.69 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02

K1 summer (K1KS/K1nKS) 0.72 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.03

K1 winter (K1KW/K1nKW) 0.69 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.03
Here ‘ratio’ means a proportion between the with- and without cases for a given factor. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
TABLE 3 The internal tide energy budget in the LS region (gray box, Figure 6A).

Case Tranbc

(GW)

Total
conversion
rate(GW)

Westward
energy flux(GW)

Eastward
energy flux

(GW)

Northward
energy flux(GW)

Southward
energy flux(GW)

Percentage of local
dissipation rate

M2KS -0.90 17.05 6.25 4.93 0.05 0.11 28.2%

M2nKS 0.29 17.56 6.41 5.16 0.06 0.25 34.0%

M2KW 0.71 17.59 7.30 5.30 0.15 0.08 31.1%

M2nKW 0.24 18.02 6.82 5.50 0.14 0.21 31.0%

K1KS 0.31 10.60 4.51 2.87 0.31 0.04 30.0%

K1nKS 0.10 10.55 3.93 3.07 0.04 0.08 33.5%

K1KW -0.30 11.18 4.64 3.04 0.13 0.03 27.2%

K1nKW 0.17 11.15 4.56 3.08 0.12 0.07 31.3%
Total conversion rate is that from barotropic to baroclinic tidal flow [Eq. (5)]. Westward, eastward, northward, and southward fluxes are energy fluxes going outward through the four boundaries of
the LS region. The rightmost column shows the ration between the local dissipation rate and the total conversion rate.
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terms, Ibt-bc was negligible in the with-Kuroshio case. However, in the

without-Kuroshio case, all three nonlinear terms were negligible, making

the baroclinic tide energy equation roughly linear. Specifically, the

magnitudes of Im-bc and Ibt-bc in the with-Kuroshio case were larger

than those in the without-Kuroshio case, especially in the southern part

of the Hengchun and Lanyu ridges, where the Kuroshio passes. In the

without-Kuroshio case, the background flow shear wasweak, leading to a

weak energy exchange rate between the background state and internal

tides (small magnitude of Im-bc). In addition, we argued that weak

background flow shear in the without-Kuroshio case probably arises

from a weak background flow passing the topography, which would lead

to weak baroclinic internal tides and thus a small energy exchange rate

between barotropic and baroclinic tides (small magnitude of Ibt-bc).

The absence of the Kuroshio also weakens the energy flux due to the

advection of internal tide energy by background circulation (Fnon
bc ).

The radiation direction of Fnon
bc in the with-Kuroshio case resembles

the Kuroshio flow direction, indicating the important role of the

Kuroshio in shaping Fnon
bc . A detailed energy budget diagnosis within

the LS further revealed that the Kuroshio greatly regulates themeridional

energy fluxes radiating out of the LS.

Based on our experimental results and findings, this work can be a

useful reference for future research about internal tides and circulation

in the LS and SCS region. However, our study also has limitations. For

example, the seasonal variation of the Kuroshio intrusion still has

biases. Specifically, in summer and winter, the flow of the Kuroshio

eastward out of the SCS is relatively small, while the flow northward to

the Taiwan Strait is relatively large. At 120.75°E meridional section, the

net LST in summer and winter are respectively -6.21 and -6.75 Sv.

Among them, compared with previous models and observations (e.g.,

Lan et al., 2004 ; Wang et al., 2009; Hsin et al., 2012), our simulations

show a much larger LST in summer and a slightly larger LST in winter.

In particular, the Kuroshio intrusion variability can be influenced by

the upstreamKuroshio and the wind forcing (Hsin et al., 2012;Wu and

Hsin, 2012). Therefore, the intrusion biases might be reduced if one

includes air-sea forcing or uses time-dependent boundary conditions

instead of the 10-year monthly-mean ones used here. The biases might

also be reduced if one uses an ultra-high-resolutionmodel or improves

the subgrid-scale mixing parameterization schemes. Nevertheless, even

with more realistic Kuroshio intrusion runs, our key findings about the

Kuroshio effect on internal tides should hold.

Challenges remain for future work. We used idealized

experiments to focus on fundamental dynamics. For example, the

initial and boundary conditions are based on the 10-year monthly-

mean fields. Yet, the Kuroshio intrusions into the SCS have three

types of paths: leaping, leaking, and looping. Further numerical

studies are needed to assess how the internal tides respond to

different Kuroshio intrusion paths. Future work should also

consider more tidal constituents and interactions between tidal

components. In addition, it would be worthwhile to revisit this
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
problem with ultra-high-resolution models or improved subgrid-

mixing parameterization schemes.
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